
Well Site Automation in Transition

In the run-up to the forthcoming Future Well
Site Automation Summit (Sept. 12, Houston)
the organizers surveyed 120 automation
leaders, most of whom were working on
North American well sites. Their results give
a glimpse of where the upstream oil and gas
industry is today with regard to investment in
automation and new technologies.

Read the highlights here.

 

August highlights, industry news, and happenings from Bedrock Automation.

 

Hello there, 

This month we feature a recent survey conducted by the Future Well Site Automation Summit
organizers, which shows the Oil & Gas industry thoughtfully embracing the technologies for digital
transformation, as well as what they aspire to gain from it. I am looking forward to discussing
these automation issues further when we meet with companies at the summit next month.
 
I also want to share with you a feature article that highlights the use of the Bedrock IDE simulation
capability at the Lynchburg, Virginia Water Resources board. This example quantifies the value of
combining open standards with digital simulation…the way of the future…and that future is now.

Yours sincerely,

Albert Rooyakkers
Founder, CEO
Bedrock Automation
 

 

https://bedrockautomation.com/well-site-teams-discuss-automation-plans/
https://bedrockautomation.com/well-site-teams-discuss-automation-plans/
http://www.bedrockautomation.com/


Bedrock presents to Future Well Site
Automation Summit

Albert Rooyakkers will be addressing some of
the issues raised by the above survey when
he presents to the Future Well Site
Automation Summit next month on the topic
of: “Securing the Digital Oilfield: Autonomous
Operation and Remote Diagnostics" on Sept.
12, at 1:30 p.m. CDT.

Click here for more information on the
summit.

Bedrock Integrated Development
Environment (IDE) Helps Utility Notify
Public of Sewer Overflows

The City of Lynchburg, Virginia took
advantage of the simulation capability of the
Bedrock Integrated Development
Environment (IDE) to cut the development
time of a sewer overflow notification system
in half!

Read more about it here. 
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